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Ozone Day Celebrations on September 16, 2015 

Department of chemistry and the science club jointly conducted the Ozone day celebration . The 

celebration was inaugurated by our honorable Principal Dr. z A Azif. His speech on the types of 

pollutions that are generated by we people, was really an eye-opening. The presidential talk was 

delivered by the head of the department, Dr. Mercy Raj. She simply explained about the ozone layer , its 

depletion and the importance of ozone day celebration which could be understood by any one. After the 

inaugural ceremony, essay writing completion was conducted for thirty minutes, followed by debate; 

quiz completion, chemistry games and video shows. 

Essay completion was mainly on the topic, Pollution, its causes and remedies. About 60 students 

from various departments had participated in the completion. Everyone has expressed well in words. 

Miss. Alfiya from second B.Sc. was given the first prize. The second prize was shared by Mr. Anasmon, II 

B.Sc. 

Debate topic was "Industrial Growth- ls it an Intimidation to Ecosystem". Since the contestants 

were too much, they were divided into two groups- Boys group and Girls group. The debate was won by 

the Boys group, but individual award was won by Miss Smitha, II B.Sc. 

A screening was carried out for the selection of teams for the second phase of quiz competition . 

• The theme of the quiz completion was pollution and it's after effects to the ecology systems. Around 80 

students came forward and among them 16 students were screened out and 8 teams were made 

accordingly. 7 rounds were present. First two rounds were objective questions with choices, which was 

not transferable . The third round was meant to find out the national monuments which are being faced 

by the attack of pollutants. The fourth and fifth round was objective questions, which was transferable. 

The sixth round was visual quiz mainly dealt with the pollutants that are affecting human life. The 

seventh round was rapid fire comprising 5 questions. The audience had enjoyed the completion and 

everyone got an idea about the pollution and its adverse effect. Three teams came up with same scores 

and they were again quizzed, and II B.Sc. students came out as the champions. 

In the mean time, puzzles in chemistry were conducted in parallel with quiz completion. Around 

40 students came forward and Miss Shahna B H Ill B.Sc became-the champion in chemistry puzzles. 
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